A90/A91 SUPRA PORT INJECTION INTERGRATION
INSTALL GUIDE V1.08 (02-12-22)

READ THIS GUIDE
IMPORTANT UPDATES
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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the Install Guide for the Visconti Tuning A90/A91 Supra Port Injection
Integration kit.

KIT CONTENS
Customers who had Flex Fuel
MOTIV RE|FLEX with EcuTek Firmware
Visconti PNP Injector Harness
Visconti PNP Controller Harness
Visconti PNP Engine Integration Harness
Visconti Flex Fuel Port Injection Fitting
ORB6 Male to -6AN Male Swivel 45
Degree Adapter
Fuel Pressure Sensor (150PSI)
LOCTITE 545

Customers who did not have Flex Fuel
Visconti Flex Fuel Harness
Visconti CANBUS Integration Harness
4-Pin CANBUS Connector
2-PIN CCVH Connector Plug
Terminal Tool
Orange Trim Tool
5/16 -> 3/8 Fuel Line
LOCTITE 545

OVERVIEW – READ THIS!!

Installation takes 4hrs.

REFLEX’s from Visconti Tuning come pre-programmed for EcuTek.
If you plan on using MHD, MG Flasher or BM3 you will need to reprogram this box.
Visconti Tuning will NOT assist you with NON-ECUTEK setups.
NON-ECUTEK Firmware and documents can be downloaded directly from MOTIV.
https://www.motivmotorsport.com/pages/reflex-installation-and-downloads
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DO NOT REPROGRAM unless you know the firmware is OUT-OF-DATE
Check the Visconti Firmware Sticker on the REFLEX to confirm loaded firmware version.
Serial numbers #1050+ MUST HAVE v44 or newer firmware with matching calibration
If you have a REFLEX #1050+ with firmware version 1.12 (v2.56) you will have problems.
Please contact Visconti Tuning for assistance with updating.
John@vtune.us or Marshall@vtune.us

WARNING - These boxes take different firmware and calibration files

REFLEX’s with serial numbers 1-500 are 2-Channel
REFLEX’s with serial numbers 501+ are 4-Channel
REFLEX’s with serial numbers 1050+ are 4-Channel

2-Channel REFLEX will need EcuTek Firmware Version 1.05 (v2.56) or newer
4-Channel REFLEX will need EcuTek Firmware Version 1.12 (v2.56) or newer
4-Channel REFLEX #1050 will need Firmware Version v44 or newer

Updating the boxes will require a windows laptop and a MicroUSB cable. Make sure you have a
DATA-CABLE and not a charge-only cable.
EcuTek currently does-not-support the 2 extra inputs and outputs on the REFLEX+, when
support is added, you will need to update the firmware.

___________________________________________________________________________
You will need an upgraded charge pipe to run a port injection rail!
This installation guide is going to explain how to do a complete install, as if you had a
stock car.
This kit is completely plug and play, if you had a previous port injection installation
remove all the wiring and repair any splices or crimps you might have had before. This
means the injector harness will also be replaced.
You can start and drive the car without a Port Injection Enabled Tune but the injectors
and Flex Fuel will not activate until your tuner activates the custom code in your tune.
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OVERVIEW – READ THIS!!

You do not need a lift to complete this install. Some shops remove the wiper blades,
windshield cowl, and strut tower brace so they have more room to work on the Flex
Fuel Sensor – THIS IS NOT REQURIED.
You will need to access the passenger side of the car to disassemble the footwell, this
requires the passenger door to be fully open.
You are going to remove the OEM fuel line and replace it with our flex fuel sensor and
new fuel line. The flex fuel sensor comes with an adapter fitting that will feed your
port injection rail.
We have a total of six harnesses, five are in the engine bay.
Two of them run on top of the intake manifold and one that runs under. Do not run any
of the harnesses on top of the intake manifold until the port injection rail is installed
and the manifold is secured.
You will need to remove the intake box to gain access to the crank case vent heater
plug located on the bottom of the turbo inlet pipe – it’s a few inches off the turbo. Cars
with upgraded turbo inlets delete the crank case vent heater, please use the provided
block off plug that comes with out kit so the unused plug is not exposed to the
weather.
After the final install step make sure the car starts and the dash fully lights up, do this
before putting all the interior panels back together.

EXISTING FLEX FUEL CUSTOMERS
If you already have our Flex Fuel Kit, you’ll be removing the Zeitronix box, it’s no
longer needed.
Our Flex Fuel harness MUST plug into the ReFlex Integration Harness under the dash.
If you have and want to keep your Zeitronix gauge, then you can plug the Zeitronix box
directly into the ReFlex Integration Harness.
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We designed the kit so you wouldn’t have to remove the windshield wipers or cowl.
Routing the harnesses any other way might cause problems.
We purposely DID NOT run these wires through the driver side firewall.
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STEP 1 – PREPARE THE PORT INJECTION PLATE/SPACER – INJECTOR HARNESS

Confirm you have the correct connectors on your injector harness.
The connector with the red lock is the correct one, the one with the white lock is wrong.
If you have the wrong connectors, please reach out to Visconti Tuning. – john@vtune.us

-Plug in the port injector harness
-Secure the wiring to the fuel rail with zip ties
-Insert the provided O-rings (6) into the plate
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STEP 2 – PREPARE THE PORT INJECTION PLATE/SPACER – FUEL FITTINGS / SENSOR
Use a drop of the provided loctite and screw the fuel pressure sensor into this fuel fitting.

DO NOT USE TEFLON TAPE

Use a drop of the provided loctite and screw 45 degree fuel fitting into the port injection fuel rail

DO NOT USE TEFLON TAPE

Connect the fuel pressure sensor fitting to the 45 degree fitting.
Make sure it’s all tight and that you’ve used locite.

DO NOT USE TEFLON TAPE

DO NOT INSTALL RAIL YET!
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STEP 3 – REMOVE ENGINE COVERS

STEP 4 – REMOVE THE THROTTLE BODY
An upgraded charge pipe is required! FTP v2 and Forged kits are known to fit and work.
The port injection adapter plate shifts the intake manifold making the OEM charge pipe not fit.

STEP 5 – REMOVE EVAP LINE
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STEP 6 – DISCONNECT MAP SENSOR

STEP 7 –REMOVE ECU HARNESS OFF MANIFOLD
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STEP 8 –REMOVE (2) 10MM E SOCKET BOLTS FROM MANIFOLD

STEP 9 – REMOVE (7) 10MM BOLTS FROM MANIFOLD

There are two brackets under the manifold that the manifold water lines hit, you will
need to manuver around them. They are not easy to disconnect, do not attempt.
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Unbolt the intake manifold from the engine – these bolts do NOT come out of the manifold
Move the manifold towards the firewall then towards the drivers side fender.
Then you going to you need to pull it away from the head.

STEP 10 – CONNECT THE CRANK SENSOR – VISCONTI ENGINE HARNESS
You will need to connect the ‘Visconti Engine Harness’ to the intake cam, crank sensor and manifold
pressure sensor.
It’s easier to access the crank sensor from the engine bay, not from under the car
Easiest when the manifold is out of the way.
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The sensor plug has a swilvel 90, you need to unlock the conector before you cam take it off.
Sometimes it requires a pick tool to get the connect off.
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STEP 11 – INSTALL PORT INJECTION RAIL / SPACER
Make sure the O-rings are facing towards the head.
Carefully bolt the plate to the head, do not over torque!

LEAVE MANIFOLD UNINSTALLED

STEP 12 – INSTALLFLEX FUEL SENSOR & FUEL LINE

USE LOCTITE 545
It is your reasonability to make sure the fuel fitting is tight and secure
Use LOCTITE 545 on both ends of our fuel fitting. This will require you to unscrew the fitting that’s
already on the sensor. Make sure the fitting is tight on both sides. (The sensor still rotates when tight)
Unscrew our flex fuel sensor fitting end and place it with the o-ring on the factory hard fuel line located
on the back of the motor. The billet piece slides on first, then o-ring. Both need to be past the lip on the
line.
O-RINGS on our fuel fittings are ONE-TIME USE, if you previously had a Flex Fuel Kit, do not reuse any of
the ORINGS.

Make sure Flex Fuel Sensor is plugged into the ‘SUB HARNESS’ when installing.
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Pictures are of our version 1 port integration fitting. Our version 2 fitting does not have exposed orings.
Install the flex fuel sensor and rotate the sensor up and out of the way.
Attach the -6 port injection feed line to the Flex Fuel sensor adapter fitting
Route the fuel line out of the way and connect it to the fuel pressure fitting
Make sure the line isn’t rubbing or has any hard bends.

Once you’ve completed the install move the flex fuel sensor back down.
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Route the fuel pressure sensor harness below the manifold bracket and zip tie it to the fuel line.

STEP 13 – REINSTALL INTAKE MANIFOLD
Make sure all the harnesses are out of the way and reinstall the intake manifold.
Remove the plastic strut tower cover on BOTH the driver side and passenger side
Route the injector harness and fuel pressure harness to the driver side area where the brake booster is
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STEP 14 – CRANK CASE VENT HEATER PLUG (FLEX FUEL SUB HARNESS)
The Flex Fuel SUBHARNESS needs to be routed to the crank case heater plug.
The crank case vent heater is located on the OEM turbo inlet, you will need to remove the intake box to
gain access. If you are no longer using the OEM turbo inlet, then this is likely already unplugged and zip
tied out of the way.
Unplug the crank case heater plug. Most of the connectors on this car will require you to pull the white
tab out and then press down on the lock.

Remove the 90-degree connector shell, there are 2 clips that hold it closed.

Plug in the Visconti Flex Fuel SUBHARNESS into the crank case heater wire, make sure you zip tie the OEM
heater harness out of the way.
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Take the 90 degree connector shell that was removed from the OEM crank case venter heater plug and
place it onto the taped section of our harness.
Plug our harness into the OEM turbo inlet crank case vent heater.
If you have deleted the crank case vent heater then use the provided ‘conector plug’ and zip tie the
harness out of the way. It is important that the connector terminals are not exposed to the weather.
Reinstall your intake!

STEP 15 – GROUND STRAP (FLEX FUEL SUB HARNESS)
Route our ground strap along the fuel rail and secure it under this 8mm nut.
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STEP 16 – ROUTE FLEX FUEL SUB HARNESS TO DRIVER SIDE
(PAGE 4 HAS HARNESS LAYOUT DIAGRAM)
On top of the motor towards the firewall the flex fuel sub harness splits off, route this section towards
the DRIVER side strut tower.

There is a gap behind the hood weather stripping seal and oem firewall brace, route the harness to the
passenger side of the engine bay using that gap.
On the PASSENGER side there is a small gap between the oem brace and strut tower, carefully route the
harness there giving you access to the passenger side firewall.
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STEP 17 – SECURE THE HARNESS (FLEX FUEL SUB HARNESS)
From the passenger side remove any slack the harness may have from the driver side, there is a small
plastic line under the OEM brace on the passenger side that you can zip tie the harness to.

DON’T RUN ANYTHING INTO THE CAR YET
STEP 18 – ‘VISCONTI ENGINE HARNESS’ – MAP SENSOR
The ‘VERSION 2’ VISCONTI ENGINE HARNESS does NOT have a MAP SENSOR PLUG.
The middle section of the ‘VISCONTI ENGINE HARNESS’ has larger conduit and plugs into the MAP sensor
located in the center of the manifold. The OEM MAP sensor plug is routed towards the firewall and plugs
into the Visconti Harness.

The end of the Visconti Engine Harness plugs into the Intake CAM sensor located next to the oil fil
cap. Our harness plugs into the CAM sensor, and the OEM CAM sensor plug goes into our harness.

DO NOT PLUG THIS INTO THE CHARGE PIPE SENSOR – PAY ATTENTION
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STEP 19 – VISCONTI ENGINE HARNESS DTM PLUG
Route the other end of the Visconti Engine Harness with into the driver side compatment by the brake
booster.

STEP 20 – REMOVE INTERIORS PLATICS
*If you know of a good method of removing the interior plastics, please provide feedback by email*
Remove these interior plastics in this order. Use the provided orange interior trim tool to help on 2,3,4.
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STEP 21 – REFLEX INTERGRATION THROUGH THE FIREWALL

Interior

Engine bay firewall

There are two different locations you can run wires into the car from the passenger side firewall.
Both the SUB HARNESS and the REFLEX INTERGRATION harness need to be ran into the car.
The INTERGRATION harness is the largest and should be done first.
If you have other items running into the car you might need to depin our other two connectors.

Take the provide zip tie or a metal coat hanger and feed that into the car from the engine bay.
Place that parallel to the harness, secure it using electrical tape (not included)
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From the engine bay pull the harness through.
You’ll need enough slack to run the harness to the brake booster area on the driver side.
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STEP 22 – INSERT TERMINALS IN 8-WAY CONNECTOR
Once the REFLEX INTERGRATION harness is pulled through the firewall you will need to pin the 8-way
connector. This 8-way connector is for the injector harness. You’ll see stamped numbers on the end of
the 8-way connector. The attached picture shows what color wire correlates to the number on the
connector.
Don’t forget to insert orange lock inside the connector

Connector Cavity
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Wires
Purple
Green
Orange
Grey
Pink
Blue
Empty
White w/ Red Stripe
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Plug in the other 2 connectors, add a zip tie to the harness on both the driver and passenger side.
Not doing this can cause the harness to move and possibly be damged by the wiper arms.

STEP 23 – RUN FLEX FUEL SUB HARNESS THROUGH THE FIREWALL
Run the FLEX FUEL SUB HARNESS into the car – make sure you don’t damage the small 8-way connector

STEP 24 - BODY CONTROL MODULE CONNECTOR
Locate the body control module –under the glove box on the right-hand side of the interior.
Carefully remove the shown connector.
Pull down the green lever - on top there is two small locks you must press-in. As the lever comes down
the connector will eject. (As you move the lever help by pulling the connector)
Remove the internals of the connector, there is a lock on both sides.

`
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STEP 25 – CANBUS NETWORK ACCESS

Two connectors will come out of the white housing, they are locked together.
The grey is 18-pin, the black is 36-pin.
You must slide them away from each other in a way that may not seem correct.
This will give you easy access to the 36-pin connector that has the two CANBUS wires we need.

You will need to remove the following two wires and replace it with the ones from our harness.
Yellow with White Stripe
Yellow with Black Stripe
Remove one wire and immediately replace it with ours so the wires do not get mixed up.

If you mix up the CANBUS wires, it’s possible the car will not start.
If you mix up the CANBUS wires, it’s possible the HVAC might not work.
If you mix up the CANBUS wires, it’s possible the dash cluster will not turn on.
DO NOT DRIVE CAR WITH THE DASH CLUSTER OFF – YOU WILL GET MILAGE ERRORS.
If any of this happens then need to go over the wiring.
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DO NOT ATTEMPT TO FORCE THE WIRES OUT – THE TERMINAL WILL GET DAMGED.

Take the provided terminal tool and press in on the lock and carefully pull the wire out

Slide the 18-pin and 36-pin connectors back together and place them back into the white housing.

DO NOT PLUG BACK INTO BODY CONTORL MODULE YET
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STEP 26 – MORE CANBUS
In a bag you will find this loose connector, make sure the GREEN LOCK is “UNLOCKED” as pictured.
If the lock is “DOWN”, then it’s “LOCKED” and you won’t be able to slide the wires in.
Note – The terminals have their own locks! If you mess up and need to swap the wires you will need to
make sure the GREEN LOCK is “UP” and you will use the terminal tool to press-in the terminal lock. You
can easily access the terminal lock by putting the tool through the holes of the GREEN LOCK.

Take the OEM CANBUS wires and carefully place them in the provided connector with the terminal lock in
this UP position. (Shown in photo)
YELLOW / BLACK - GOES INTO #1 (Shown in this photo)
YELLOW / WHITE - GOES INTO #2
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Push down on the GREEN LOCK to secure the terminals.
Plug into the Visconti CANBUS integration harness.
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STEP 27 – FINISH UP
Plug the white connector back into the body control module
Make sure the green lever is in the DOWN/OUT position, you will be pushing it lever UP and helping the
connector back in.

Plug the CANBUS integration harness into the SUB HARNESS that you already passed through the firewall.
Pug the FLEX FUEL SUB HARNESS into the REFLEX INTERGRATION HARNESS.
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We have found that having too much tape where the FLEX FUEL SUBHARNESS connects can cause
problems if everything is jammed up under the dash.
If your harness has tape up to the connector, we recommend you cutting it back as pictured below.
This can be done carefully using a razor blade

NOT FINISHED – KEEP READING
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EXISTING FLEX FUEL CUSTOMERS

You will need an updated tune from your tuner
The Zeitronix hardware is no longer required for Flex Fuel.
If you have a gauge-less kit you can remove the Zeitronix hardware and send it back to Visconti for store
credit. (inquire by email)
Existing Flex Fuel Customers who have a Zeitronix Controller with gauge can keep it.
The REFLEX INTERGRATION HARNESS has a special plug for the Zeitronix Controller. (diagram below)

Your existing Flex Fuel tune is not compatible with the REFLEX hardware.
Without an updated Flex Fuel tune your car will be in limp mode
Without an updated Flex Fuel tune your car will not run correctly IF you
have ethanol in the tank.

Start the car before putting the interior back together.
If the car does not start that *MOST LIKLEY* means the CANBUS wires got mixed up.
If the car starts but the dash is not completely lit up *MOST LIKLEY* it is because the white body
control module plug is not seated correctly. Remove it, check for bent pins and carefully
reinstall it.

Check for fuel leaks.
Give the fuel line a tug to ensure it is LOCKED on.
You can drive the car without a RaceRom or FlexFuel Tune.
DO NOT ADD ETHANOL UNTIL YOU HAVE A FLEX FUEL TUNE FLASHED.

If you have any photos or comments you think could be useful for others,
please send me that information by email.
If you have any questions or problems, PLEASE contact us via email

john@vtune.us
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VISCONTI TUNING - TROUBLESHOOTING – REFLEX (02/12/22)
REFLEX+ Serial #1050+ when loaded w/ firmware OLDER than v44 will show NO FAULTs & not run the PI.
The REFLEX reports errors to EcuTek over CANBUS. (This requires EcuTek Firmware v1.05+)
The live data parameter “CAN ERROR CODE” is the generated error from the REFLEX (Latest RaceRom)
The live data parameter “CAN INPUT STATUS” is the generated error from the REFLEX. (Older RaceRom)
Anything above a value of 0 will put the car into a failsafe mode which limits cylinder fill. (Default is 100)
The byte of information that is sent to EcuTek over CANBUS for ERRORS has 8 bits.
EcuTek displays the bits in the error byte in a decimal format.
Error Bit (Binary)
00000000
00000001
00000010
00000100
00001000
00010000
00100000
01000000
10000000

Fault Error
No Error
Injector #1 Unplugged
Injector #2 Unplugged
Injector #3 Unplugged
Injector #4 Unplugged
Injector #5 Unplugged
Injector #6 Unplugged
NO CAM SENSOR SYNC
NO CRANK SENSOR SYNC

This table was generated to make things easier; it does not show every type of error.
Error Bit (Binary)
00000000
11000000
10000000
01000000
00111111
00000001
00000010
00000100
00001000
00010000
00100000
00100010
11111111
1111111111111111

CAN INPUT STATUS (DECIMAL)
0
192
128
64
63
1
2
4
8
16
32
34
255
65535

Fault Error
No Error
NO CAM OR CRANK SYNC
No Crank Sync
No CAM Sync
Injector #1-6
Injector #1
Injector #2
Injector #3
Injector #4
Injector #5
Injector #6
Injector #2 & #6
Injector #1-6 & CAM+CRANK
NO DATA

Description
Engine Running
OK - IF ENGINE IS NOT RUNNING
NOT OK – IF ENGINE IS RUNNING
NOT OK – IF ENGINE IS RUNNING
unplugged
unplugged
unplugged
unplugged
unplugged
unplugged
unplugged
unplugged
unplugged
-REFLEX HAS NO POWER-WRONG CANBUS CHANNEL-CANBUS NOT CONNECTED*CHECK FLEXFUEL SUBHARNESS PLUG*

Single faults can be looked up in the table. If you have multiple faults, you’ll need to convert the decimal value into binary and
decode it. Example CAN INPUT STATUS 7 = 00000111 = Injector 1 , 2, 3.

If you have a CAN INPUT STATUS VALUE that is not shown in this table, convert the value to binary.
https://www.rapidtables.com/convert/number/decimal-to-binary.html
65535 means EcuTek RaceRom is not receiving any data over the CANBUS channel the REFLEX uses.
65535 will appear if you turn off the car while you’re still logging, this happens because the REFLEX powers off when
the ignition is OFF, the ECU has a delayed power shutdown.
192 means the CAM and Crank Sensor have no sync, it’s normal to see this when the key is ON and engine is not
running.
The Fuel Pressure & Flex Fuel Sensor do not generate any CAN INPUT STATUS values but will put the car in limp mode
when unplugged or during a sensor fault.
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VISCONTI TUNING - RACEROM PI DIAGNOSTIC FLAGS

The live data parameter “PI Diagnostic Flags” is a Hexadecimal value displayed in Decimal.
PI diagnostic flags above 0 aren’t bad, they provide useful information during troubleshooting.
Use this link to convert the Decimal values into HEX
https://www.rapidtables.com/convert/number/decimal-to-hex.html
EXAMPLES:
1048576 PI Diagnostic Flag
Converted to HEX is 100000 remember it’s an 8-digit value, add 2 zeros to the front of it – 00100000.
(PI Effective Pulsewidth Target is less than minimum allowed)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1048580 PI Diagnostic Flag, converted to HEX is 100004 – 00100004
(PI Effective Pulsewidth Target is less than minimum allowed) & (Engine Load below activation threshold)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4 PI Diagnostic Flag, converted to HEX is 4 - 00000004
(Engine Load below activation threshold)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HEX VALUE
00000001
00000002
00000004
00000008
00000010
00000020
00000040
00000100
00000200
00000400
00000800
00001000
00002000
00004000
00008000
00010000
00020000
00040000
00080000
00400000
00100000
00200000

MEANING
PI System not Enabled in this Map switch mode
Incoming CAN packet not valid
Engine Load below activation threshold
Incoming Fuel Pressure not valid
Fuel Cut in progress
Pulsewidth Actual is less than Lag Time
Pulsewidth Actual and Pulsewidth Target diff by more than tolerance amount
Pulsewidth Target is less than maximum allowed
Pulsewidth Target is more than maximum allowed
Pulsewidth Actual is less than minimum allowed
Pulsewidth Actual is more than maximum allowed
PI Mass Actual is more than Mass Total
PI Mass Target is more than Mass Total
PI Percentage Actual is more than maximum allowed
PI Percentage Target is more than the maximum allowed
PI Injector Duty Target is more than maximum allowed
PI Injector Duty Target is less than minimum allowed
PI Injector Duty Actual is less than minimum allowed
PI Injector Duty Actual is more than maximum allowed
PI DI Fuel Mass Maximum 2D Map Value has been exceed - RaceRom is adding PI
PI Effective Pulsewidth Target is less than minimum allowed
PI Effective Pulsewith Actual is less than minimum allowed
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